
 

V1 2 Stronghold Crusader Trainerl is a modification for the latest version of the Unity3D game engine, allowing anyone to create and distribute their own trainers. These trainers can help players learn how their characters work in preparation for difficult dungeons or better strategize against tough bosses. It’s vital that the player has a solid understanding of game mechanics before entering these
dangerous areas, so V1 2 can provide them with an easy way to catch up on all pertinent information without having to get lost in the game itself.

This mod was designed to be compatible with any number of other mods that may be installed concurrently, whether they are created by other users or official developers by Ubisoft. This means that the user is free to install any number of mods without having any of the mods interfere with each other or cause issues. To craft one craftable item, multiple recipes would need to be learned, which would
potentially take longer than just learning one recipe for each item.

The mod is exactly as it sounds: a ‘training’ for new players on the game’s mechanics, giving them a full or partial tutorial on certain aspects of gameplay or character progression. There are several different tutorials available in the same way as the skills and perks trees, but they can also be created by anyone who has a bit of programming knowledge. A user is free to create their own tutorials on
whatever they please, once they know how to code.

The mod is only compatible with the Windows version of the game, but supports all languages available for the game. This mod can be downloaded at any number of websites where mods are hosted, but it is recommended that users download from a trusted source to ensure that their games are not tampered with or that there are no viruses attached.

In order to get the most out of this mod, a trainer should have a better understanding of how keys work in-game and also know at least some of the medieval-style language used in-game. A new player, however, should have no problem getting the most out of this mod if they do not have any previous knowledge of the game prior to downloading it. 

V1 2 is a simple mod that can be downloaded and installed right over top of your existing install. It does not require any special tools to be installed or configured. You simply download the mod from one of the links below, then manually overwrite your normal data folder where you play the game on your computer. After overwriting, you can launch Crusader without installing anything on it. Then
you can click Yes on all the dialogue prompts when they come up during gameplay. 

This tutorial will consist of a few steps that a user should follow in order to have all available tutorials in-game.

1) Download the mod from the link listed below. Make sure you get a copy of the file that is under the "Update" label, not the file labeled "Original". Once downloaded, it should automatically install over whatever program you were using previously when playing Crusader. If it does not automatically install, make sure your Crusader folder is closed when doing so (or go to windows start screen and
close Crusader). 2) Unzip and Copy or Move .
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